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Down A Dark Long Road
 
As I drive with my hands on the wheel I glance at the sky just to notice the stars
glaring down on me with the lord driving in the seat with me
                                              11/27/09
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I Know In My Heart
 
I know in my heart i have a target to find the day i find my heart i will find my
target with out a heart there is no target.
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On A Wet Rainy Day
 
I walk up to a fruit stand with nothing to say the pepole looked so lonesome for
such a rainy day, the fruit was so bright and colorful its a shame there having
such a lonesome day.11/27/09
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The Heart Beat
 
The heart beats like the ocean making waves so  thump sound of water running
throuh our  wusing sound of the ocean waves keeping the water flowing so soft.
The beautiful sound of the heart beat that keeps us a live.  
11/27/09
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To My Loving Husband
 
I bring you these notes for the times I may have forgotten to tell you how much
you mean  to  are like a Golden Apple that can not be reproduced. You are eyes I
use to see with You are my hands I use to feel with You always walk me down
the correct path You are the sun to me when it rains you are the beat that keeps
my heart beating You never give up on anything until its finished You push me
until I see the light when You walk in a room the room brightens with out turning
the lights on You are the magic in the air with out You I would be lost like paper
blowing in the wind so please keep smileing and dont ever leave.
11/27/09
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With This Letter I  Declare
 
With this letter i declare Im suposse to find you there If i dont i will still  be there
waiting when you show i will know just because i have your soul with you soul i
declare i love you so and i will allways be there.
 
Ellen Manning
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